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Agenda

 Welcome
 Filing Season update
 Tips
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Mics and Chat have been muted

During today’s meeting we will open the chat to answer questions relating to the IRIS system only. 
Please keep your questions within the IRIS scope. If you have a question that refers to some of our 
other Information Return Filing options, you can find more information at www.irs.gov/filing/e-file-
information-returns.

We will do our best to address IRIS questions as they are posted in the chat. We may not be able to 
provide a response to some IRIS questions during the meeting as research may be needed. If we do 
not get to your IRIS question today, we will post the answer to IRIS related WGM questions at 
www.irs.gov/e-file-providers/iris-working-group-meetings-and-notes.

Thank you for your participation and questions.



TY2023/PY2024 



IRIS Filing Season Update

Since the opening of Filing Season 24 (FS24) on January 10th, IRIS has accepted over 11 million 
information returns, compared to 67,000 in all of 2023.

Electronic Filing Due Date for 1099 Series is 04/01/2024
 1099-NEC electronic filing due date was 01/31/2024

Note: If any due date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday, the return or statement is considered 
timely if filed or furnished on the next business day. 
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Updates/Useful Tips



TCC Reminder
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 Software Developer: An organization writing either origination or transmission software according to IRS 
specifications.

 Transmitter: A Third-Party sending the electronic information returns data directly to IRS on behalf of any business.

Note: If you are transmitting returns for your own company, in addition to transmitting returns on behalf of 
another business, you do not need both the Transmitter and Issuer role. You can file all returns as a Transmitter.

 Issuer: A business filing their own information returns regardless of whether they are required to file electronically 
or volunteer to file electronically

 These roles are not mutually exclusive, for example, a firm or organization may be both a Transmitter and a 
Software Developer.

 Each role will receive its own TCC to be used based on the activity being performed. For example, Software 
Developers performing Testing will use the Software Developer TCC.

 Do not use the Software Developer TCC to transmit Production files.  Will be rejected with business rule 
SYSVR001.



TCC Information
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You can also find your TCC on the Taxpayer Portal



IRIS Money Amounts
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Zero Amounts:

 If a money amount is zero, it should be left blank.

 Exception would be “zeroing” a correction.



Taxpayer Portal
Gray Submit All Button
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If the Payer name on the Summary of Transmission page is blank, there is a schema validation error. At this time, we know of 2 
causes:

The international phone number issue from late February
 This fix was deployed on 2/18/2024.

There is an entry in the Payer Email Address but there is not a name in the optional Payer name section
 Work around: remove the email or add a name in the optional payer fields



Taxpayer Portal
How to Review Error  

The Submitted Forms page allows you to 
view a table of transmissions you 
submitted. 

Transmission Status: This selection allows 
you to visit the View Acknowledgment page, 
which will display the transmission statuses: 
Accepted, Accepted with Errors, Partially 
Accepted and Rejected.

View Acknowledgment page will be 
displayed and provide a list of the errors 
and the record associated with those 
errors.
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Taxpayer Portal
Common CSV Errors  

Common Errors when completing a CSV file:

 Template was not downloaded from the Taxpayer Portal
 It was self-generated
 It came from another outside source

 Not using the most recent template

 Not following the form specific formatting guidelines

 File can only contain 1 tax year and 1 form type

 Fields are not formatted properly in the CSV
 Long numbers formatted as scientific
 Dates formatted in unallowable formats
 Leading zeros not accepted, cell should be formatted as “text”

 There can only be 1 line of text within the cell

 Using Excel for editing the CSV may reformat the fields and change the values
 Edit using a text editor (notepad and notepad++) to avoid any formatting requirements that excel has

The December 13, 2023 IRIS Working Group material has details about completing and uploading a CSV file.
See “FAQs” located in the  on the IRIS Taxpayer Portal.
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Taxpayer Portal
Common CSV Errors (cont.)  
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 File Level Error
 Template was not downloaded from the Taxpayer Portal
 Not using the most recent template
 Not following the form specific formatting guidelines



Taxpayer Portal
Common CSV Errors (cont.)  
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 File Level Error
 Formatting Error

 If you receive this error, you must edit your .csv file. 
 Note - Always save in a “CSV UTF-8(Comma Delimited)*(.csv)” format

 Right click your file and open with a text editor (i.e., Notepad, Notepad ++, etc.). 
 Editing in a text editor will allow you to make changes to your .csv file and save it without losing your 

formatting.
• Note – If you decide to make changes to your information in Excel and not with a text editor, you will 

have to reformat any information you previously formatted prior to saving your .csv document. 
• This formatting can include but is not limited to: 

• Zip Code (to include a leading 0, i.e. 01234)
• Date
• Ensure each cell is a single line (no ALT+Enter) 

 Once you have made the appropriate changes within your text editor, save the file, and upload it into 
Taxpayer Portal. 

• **Important** csv. files use commas as placeholders for the number of allowable fields. 
• Some csv. files are incorrectly adding additional commas at the bottom of the form. 
• One identifier of this issue is a gap in between a string of commas. 
• If this exist, and you are not able to upload the form into the Taxpayer Portal, you will need remove 

the extra commas within your text editor (this will not show up in Excel). 



Taxpayer Portal
Common CSV Errors (cont.)
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Row 12 has an entry on the second line within column AE. 
 The filer either used “Alt + Enter” to drop down to the next line or their software conversion entered the 

data in the second line. 

IRIS sees the additional line in Column AE as a new line of data
 Detecting the Form Type is different, the Tax Year is missing and other required columns. 

The filer needs to either:
 Move the data to the line above and allow the file to wrap the text; or they can 
 Move the Suite 200 to Column AF, Recipient Address Line 2.
 



Taxpayer Portal
Common CSV Errors (cont.)
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When CSV files incorrectly add additional commas at the bottom of the form, it is usually caused by a formatting 
issue or a mistake made while creating or editing the file. 

To resolve this issue, you can take the following steps:
1. Open the CSV file in a text editor or spreadsheet software.
2. Locate the rows that have extra commas at the bottom.
3. Check for any missing data or empty cells in those rows. Fill in the missing data or remove any 
unnecessary empty cells.
4. Verify that the data in each row is properly aligned and separated by commas.
5. Save the file with the corrected changes.



Taxpayer Portal
Common CSV Errors (cont.)  
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 Form Level Error
 Provides Row and Column that has the error.
 CSV would need to be updated and uploaded again.



Frequent TIN Validation Errors
SHAREDIRFORM014

 If Person Name and TIN in Recipient Detail have a value, they must match the IRS database.

SHAREDIRFORM015

 If Business Name and TIN in Recipient Detail have a value, they must match the IRS database.

A Name/TIN combination is incorrect if it does not match, or cannot be found, on IRS or SSA files.

 A Name/TIN mismatch occurs when a name is submitted with a TIN not associated with the  name 
provided.

 Filer is expected to correct the data and submit corrections.

 If corrections are not made, filer may receive a CP2100 or CP2100A Notice.

 Penalties may apply.

 Publication 1586, Reasonable Cause Regulations & Requirements for Missing and Incorrect 
Name/TINs on Information Returns

 Publication 1281, Backup Withholding for Missing and Incorrect Name/TIN(s)
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Other Common Errors

1. SCHEMA VALIDATION ERRORS. FS1H001_001  Important to include Account Number if filing for     
same recipient.

2. FS1H001 If TIN in Recipient Detail is a duplicate of TIN in Recipient Detail on another record in the 
 Submission, then Recipient Account Number must have a value and be unique within a 
 submission. 

3. Missing Issuer Contact Information– Issuer data cannot be corrected. 

     Please provide information in future submissions.

 SMF020 Contact Person Information Group is not present.  

 S1H001 Phone Number in Issuer Detail must have a value
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Publication 5718 Revised Correction 
Process 

In the 2-Step Correction, after filing a 
correction to zero out the amounts, 
then file an Original transmission 
with the new form type.

2. Once the first correction is Accepted, submit a
new transmission with TransmissionTypeCd “O”
in the Manifest.
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Working Group Resources



IRIS Resources

Publications

Publication 5717 - Information Returns Intake System (IRIS) Taxpayer 
Portal User Guide

Publication 5718 - Information Returns Intake System (IRIS) 
Electronic Filing Application to Application (A2A) Specifications

Publication 5719 - Information Returns Intake System (IRIS) Test 
Package for Information Returns

Websites
 

www.irs.gov/inforeturn - a website that provides an overview of the 
three different intake channels (FIRE, AIR and IRIS)

www.irs.gov/iris - a website that provides general information about 
IRIS

www.irs.gov/irisats and www.irs.gov/irisschema - websites that provide 
information about Assurance Testing Scenarios (ATS) for the 
Application to Application (A2A) filer for IRIS
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https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p5717.pdf
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p5718.pdf
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p5719.pdf
http://www.irs.gov/inforeturn
http://www.irs.gov/iris
http://www.irs.gov/irisats
http://www.irs.gov/irisschema


IRIS Working Group 

www.IRS.gov/IRIS 
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Questions
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